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Abstract: Electron injection from the transition metal complex Ru(dcbpy)2(NCS)2 (dcbpy ) 4,4′-dicarboxy-
2,2′-bipyridine) into a titanium dioxide nanocrystalline film occurs on the femto- and picosecond time scales.
Here we show that the dominating part of the electron transfer proceeds extremely rapidly from the initially
populated, vibronically nonthermalized, singlet excited state, prior to electronic and nuclear relaxation of
the molecule. The results are especially relevant to the understanding and design of molecular-based
photovoltaic devices and artificial photosynthetic assemblies.

Introduction

Understanding photoinduced electron transfer (ET) from
transition metal complexes1 into semiconductor thin films is
important for the rational design and development of photo-
voltaic dye-sensitized devices, optical displays and sensors,
photocatalytic processes, and artificial photosynthesis.2,3 Since
the first demonstration that light-induced electron injection
occurs from Ru(dcbpy)2(NCS)2 (RuN3; dcbpy) 4,4′-dicarboxy-
2,2′-bipyridine),4 to the titanium dioxide film in Gra¨tzel solar
cells,5,6 a key challenge has been to resolve and explain the
mechanism of electron injection at the RuN3-TiO2 interface.7-12

A central issue, as hypothesized in some works,7,9,12-14 is
whether electron injection occurs before or after intramolecular
energy relaxation processes (i.e., is the reaction nonergodic or
ergodic?15) and how these processes influence the ET.

The ergodic limit,15 a cornerstone in statistical theories of
chemical reaction dynamics, implies strong coupling between

intramolecular modes and the reaction occurs from a thermalized
state. If a system is nonergodic, however, the reaction proceeds
prior to energy equilibration over all the electronic, vibrational,
and rotational degrees of freedom. Nonergodic behavior has
been demonstrated for photodissociation reactions in a class of
small organic molecules.16 For other ultrafast reactions such as
the photoisomerization of rhodopsin,17 the photodissociation of
CO from myoglobin,18 and the electron injection in dye-
sensitized TiO2 films,7-14,19 nonergodicity may also be impor-
tant. In the latter case, if electron injection is indeed faster than
intramolecular energy relaxation processes such as vibrational
relaxation (IVR), internal conversion (IC), and intersystem
crossing (ISC), then the excess vibronic energy of the photo-
excited sensitizer molecule will be dissipated quickly into the
semiconductor particle. In contrast, for injection slower than
the intramolecular relaxation processes, the excess energy will
be accumulated in the sensitizer. Thus, a nonergodic electron
injection pathway in dye-sensitized TiO2 implies the possibility
of full utilization of the photon energy, whereas in the ergodic
limit, energizing the sensitizer allows destructive side reactions
that may influence the long-term stability of the system.
Obviously, molecular complexes that undergo very fast ET are
advantageous for, for example, the fabrication of solar cells that
can work without loss of photovoltaic performance.

Interfacial ET in the RuN3-sensitized TiO2 films has been
the subject of intense research and a variety of electron injection
rates were reported.7-11 Most authors seem to agree on the
presence of a sub-100 fs (1 fs) 10-15 s) component of the
injection. In some works,8,9 this ultrafast channel is considered
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to be the only or dominant process. Other groups9-11 have
reported additional contributions of slower nonexponential
electron injection with a distribution of characteristic times from
1 ps (1 ps) 10-12 s) to tens of picoseconds. The origin of this
discrepancy is not clear. In addition to electron injection, the
photoexcited dye molecule is known to undergo a number of
ultrafast relaxation processes. For a similar transition metal
complex ([Ru(bpy)3]2+) in solution or adsorbed to a nonreacting
semiconductor surface, fast ISC and solvent-driven electron
localization following metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT)
excitation has been demonstrated to occur with a time constant
of ∼100 fs.1,20,21 These processes are expected to occur in
parallel with electron injection in the case of RuN3 adsorbed
to TiO2 films.

Previous time-resolved measurements of dye-to-semiconduc-
tor ET have been performed with a temporal resolution of∼100
fs or longer, precluding differentiation of intramolecular relax-
ation processes of the sensitizer (such as ISC) from the ET
reactions. In the present work, we have performed ultrafast
transient absorption measurements with either improved tem-
poral or spectral resolution that allow us to distinguish these
processes and identify and characterize the pathways of ET from
the RuN3 to the TiO2. We will use the simplified energy level
diagram of Figure 1 to discuss our results. The key feature of
this model is electron injection from both the initially excited,

nonthermalized, singlet state of the dye (channel A of Figure
1) and the thermalized triplet state (channel D)sto account for
the observed vastly different electron injection times ranging
from ∼50 fs to∼50 ps.

Results and Discussion

Electron Injection from the Triplet State of the Dye. We
start by considering the results identifying ET from the triplet
state (channel D of Figure 1). Figure 2 displays the transient
absorption spectrum of RuN3-sensitized TiO2 film at delay times
longer than 0.5 ps, when the dye already has relaxed to its triplet
state.20,21

By comparison of the recorded transients with previously
reported spectra9,20,23-26 and kinetics,11 we can clearly determine
the nature of the reactant and product as corresponding to triplet
state and oxidized RuN3, respectively. The band at 690 nm and
the weak and featureless band at longer wavelengths (>900 nm)
monitor the decay of the triplet state. Both transitions are due
to absorption from a3MLCT state, localized on the reduced
dcbpy ligand of the dye.9-11,23,24The formation of the product,
the oxidized RuN3 molecule (RuN3+), is shown by the rise of
absorption around 810 nm due to the NCS ligand-to-Ru3+

charge-transfer transition.9-11,23,25,26 Due to overlap of the
various signals in this spectral region, we could not detect the
appearance of the other reaction product, the electrons in the
conduction band of the semiconductor.27 Their weak absorp-
tion19,27can however be seen after 150 ps (see Figure 2), when
only the absorption of the conduction band electrons (∼630-
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Figure 1. Schematic model for two-state electron injection and structure
of RuN3. Following MLCT excitation (at 530 nm) of the RuN3-sensitized
TiO2 film, an electron is promoted from a mixed ruthenium-NCS state to
an excitedπ* state of the dcbpy ligand4,6,8,21,22 and injected into the
conduction band (CB) of the semiconductor. GS: ground state of RuN3.
Channel A: electron injection from the nonthermalized, singlet1MLCT
excited state. Channels B and C: ISC followed by internal vibrational
relaxation in the triplet3MLCT excited state. Channel D: electron injection
from the thermalized, triplet3MLCT excited state.

Figure 2. Visible and near-IR transient absorption spectra of RuN3-
sensitized TiO2 film. At time delays of 0.5 (9), 10 (O), and 150 ps (2)
between the pump and probe pulses, we observe characteristic dynamics
of the differential spectra with two isobestic points (the wavelength where
∆Areactant) ∆Aproduct) at 760 and 940 nm and one nearly time-independent
∆A ) 0 point at 630 nm. This type of spectral structure signifies a reactant-
to-product transition and is further supported by the observed dynamics of
the characteristic spectral bands: the identical decays of the “reactant”-
related bands and the corresponding rise of the “product” band. Inset:
transient absorption kinetics of oxidized RuN3 cation-TiO2 measured at
860 nm. Symbols are measured data, while the curve is a fit with the
following time constants and amplitudes: rise within the laser pulse (20(
5%), 28( 3 fs (50%), 1( 0.1 ps (11%), 9.5( 1 ps (12%), and 50( 5
ps (7%).
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690 and∼930-1050 nm) and oxidized dye (∼690-930 nm)
is present. To quantify the time evolution of the observed
spectral features, kinetics were measured in the three bands at
different wavelengths between 640 and 1050 nm. The excellent
agreement (the comparison is provided as Supporting Informa-
tion) between the decay of the triplet state monitored at 690
and 1050 nm and rise of the oxidized dye measured at 770,
790, 810, and 860 nm (inset of Figure 2) implies that electron
injection from the thermalized triplet state proceeds in a
nonexponential fashion and can be described by multiexponen-
tial kinetics with the predominant time constants of∼1, ∼10,
and∼50 ps. On the basis of the present study, we can rule out
any ultrafast (,1 ps) injection component from the triplet state.
This could not be established from previous studies,9-11 because
only the time constants for the overall electron injection, ranging
from less than 100 fs to tens of picoseconds, were reported.

Electron Injection from the Initially Excited Singlet State
of the Dye. To distinguish the early-time involvement of the
singlet channel in the ET, we used∼30-fs laser pulses to
monitor the optical population of the singlet state, and its decay
into the triplet state intermediate and oxidized dye product
(channels A-C of Figure 1). Already the transient spectra of
Figure 3 measured with∼100-fs resolution resolve the delayed
appearance of the triplet state: since the formation of both the
initial excited state and ground-state bleach is instanta-
neous,9,10,20,24the blue-shift of the transient spectra at around
the ∆A ) 0 crossing point (∼645 nm) can be assigned to the
formation of the triplet excited state during the first 150 fs.
Taken alone, this spectral evolution is not sufficient to unam-
biguously identify the process responsible for these dynamics.
However, by carefully comparing the kinetics at spectral
positions corresponding to stimulated emission of the initially
excited state and absorption from the triplet state and oxidized
dye product, we show that the triplet state and oxidized dye
are formed with a time constant of∼30 fs from the initially
excited state (see below).

To follow the time evolution of the initially prepared excited
state in more detail, we recorded the dynamics of the excited-
state absorption (ESA) and stimulated emission (SE) signals. It
is natural to expect SE from the singlet state populated by light
absorption. For [Ru(bpy)3]2+ in acetonitrile, spontaneous emis-
sion from the1MLCT state with∼60-fs time constant has been
measured recently by using femtosecond fluorescence upcon-

version.28 However, for RuN3, singlet SE was not previously
observed, as ISC in this molecule is very fast and efficient. In
the present study, we succeeded in recording the decay of SE
from the photoexcited1MLCT state by probing the sample at
600 nm. The measured kinetics (Figure 4a) show instantaneous
formation of the negative signal followed by fast recovery with
a time constant of∼30 fs to a level that remains constant for
more than 3 ps. The SE signal does not return to zero on the
picosecond time scale because of the residual ground-state
bleach that is present at these time delays at∼600 nm. Other
possible assignments of this signal can be eliminated. Ground-
state recovery by a very fast radiationless internal conversion
from the excited state to the ground state or electron injection
followed by immediate recombination is excluded on the basis
of the close to unity quantum yield of the light-induced ET and
very slow recombination in the RuN3-TiO2 system.2,6,9,10 A
transient increase of induced absorption from the triplet state
or ET products (oxidized RuN3 or conduction band electrons)
is also not feasible because these species have negligible
extinction coefficients at this wavelength that cannot account
for the amplitude of the fast decay.23,27Moreover, from the data
of Figures 2 and 4b (see below), we know that the dynamics of
the triplet state and ET products are associated with kinetics
on the subpicosecond and picosecond time scale in contrast to
the recorded time-independent response at 600 nm in the time
interval ∼100 fs-3 ps (Figure 4a). Since the SE decay signal
was recorded with parallel polarized pump and probe pulses, it
might be susceptible not only to population decay in the excited
state but also to an ultrafast change in the direction of the
transition dipole moment that can be caused, for example, by
electron localization driven by a solvation process following
photoinduced charge transfer.21 Such a process can be excluded
in the present study because it was shown to take place on
different time scale,∼60 fs.21 Depolarization effect in our study
would be further decreased as the RuN3 excited-state population
decays mainly as a result of electron injection before electron
localization takes place (see below).

(28) Bhasikuttan, A. C.; Suzuki, M.; Nakashima, S.; Okada, T.XX International
Conference on Photochemistry,Moscow, 2001; Abstract PP29.

Figure 3. Femtosecond transient absorption spectra of RuN3-sensitized
TiO2 film in the wavelength region 600-750 nm at delay times from 25 to
150 fs. The arrow indicates the direction and magnitude of the blue-shift
caused by the formation of the triplet state.

Figure 4. Transient absorption kinetics. Open symbols are measured data,
curves are fits, and the instrument responses are represented by dotted
curves. (a) SE decay probed at 600 nm; (b) excited-state evolution (1MLCT
f 3MLCT) probed at 690 nm; (c) formation of the triplet state at 1050 nm.
The data are well fitted with rise times of 30( 5 (for RuN3-TiO2; triangles)
and 70 ( 15 fs (for RuN3-EtOH; squares). (d) Early-time transient
absorption kinetics of oxidized RuN3 cation-TiO2 measured at 860 nm;
parameters of the fit are given in the caption of Figure 2.
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Ultrafast dynamics matching the decay of the singlet state
can also be observed in other spectral regions. At 690 nm
(Figure 4b), the instantaneous rise followed by the 30( 3 fs
decay again reflects the evolution of the singlet state, while the
80 ( 5 fs rise corresponds to the formation and thermalization
of the triplet state (channels B and C of Figure 1). It is intriguing
that the decay of the singlet proceeds in∼30 fs, but the rise of
the triplet state occurs in∼100 fs. However, the probe signal
centered at 690 nm in the blue wing of the triplet absorption
band9,10,23(Figure 2) is sensitive to the spectral blue-shift caused
by the triplet equilibration process. Thus, the∼100-fs time
constant encompasses both the ISC process and ensuing
thermalization of the triplet state. The kinetics at 1050 nm
(Figure 4c) provide one more possibility to monitor the
formation of the triplet state. In this spectral region, the
absorption of the triplet is very broad and featureless and
therefore not sensitive to spectral shifts that may be caused by
the thermalization processes. Hence, a∼30-fs rise time is
observed, corresponding directly to the decay of the singlet state
monitored by SE. In Figure 4c, the formation of the triplet state
for RuN3 in solution is compared to that of RuN3-sensitized
TiO2 film and found to be considerably slower in solution (∼70
fs). The faster formation of the triplet in RuN3-TiO2 likely
reflects the very fast and efficient electron injection from the
singlet state prior to IVR, IC, and ISC (see below). Finally, if
the ∼30-fs decay corresponds to electron injection from the
RuN3 singlet state, then we expect to observe this time constant
also for the formation of the oxidized RuN3. Indeed, the fit to
the data at 860 nm (Figure 4d) confirms the presence of the
∼30-fs time constant with high amplitude (>50%). Hence, we
see that the optically excited singlet state decays with the same
time constant of∼30 fs as the triplet state and oxidized dye
products appear, thus coupling these species in a reactant-
product relationship.

In a simplified reaction model, the rate constant related to
the observed∼30-fs decay of the singlet state reflects the sum
of the rates of electron injection from the1MLCT state (kA)
and ISC (kB): 1/30 fs-1 ) kA + kB. The ratio betweenkA andkB

of 1.5 is calculated from the amplitude ratio of femtosecond
(∼60%) and picosecond (∼40%) electron injection contributions
to the signal at 860 nm. The equation yieldskA) 1/50 fs-1 and
kB ) 1/75 fs-1. The value determined for 1/kB is in good
agreement with previous measurements of ISC for this class of
molecules8,20,21and is in excellent agreement with the formation
of the triplet state measured here for RuN3 in ethanol solution.
We conclude that, after excitation of the sample at 530 nm,
∼60% of the RuN3 molecules inject electrons from the singlet
state into TiO2 (channel A of Figure 1) and the rest undergoes
ISC (channel B). After relaxation to the bottom of the triplet
state (channel C), electrons are again injected into the semi-
conductor but now the reaction occurs on the picosecond time
scale (channel D). It should be noted that our simplified model
does not account for the distribution of vibrational levels in the
singlet state populated by the spectrally broad laser pulse and
for the possibly different rates of electron injection from the
different vibrational levels within the singlet and triplet mani-
folds. Thus, we expect that in our experiments only an average
of electron injection is observed for a certain center wavelength
of excitation. The rapid formation of the triplet state suggests
fast motion of the excitation wave packet away from the singlet

state without significant evolution on the initial surface, similar
to what has been suggested in other work.7,20 As a result, the
fast part of electron injection occurs from the nonthermalized
singlet state strongly competing with excited-state relaxation
processes (see below, also the discussion for 455-nm excitation).
Further support of ET from the nonthermalized state may come
from our observations of periodic oscillations in the kinetics of
the RuN3+, similar to what was observed in ref 29. The
frequencies of the oscillations can be correlated to the Raman
modes of the [Ru(bpy)3]2+.30 This shows that vibrational
coherence persists on a time scale long compared to singlet
electron injection. According to a new theoretical model,29,31

modulation of the ET by a vibrational wave packet directly
shows that electron injection proceeds from a nonthermalized
vibrational state. Presentation of the data is beyond the scope
of the present paper and will be published elsewhere.32

Regarding the dramatic difference in injection times from
singlet and triplet states, we suggest two factors that may
influence the rate of interfacial ET. First, the increase of the
density of acceptor states in TiO2 above the edge of the
conduction band results in more energy levels available to the
singlet excited RuN3 molecule, thereby speeding up ET. The
other factor is related to the different electronic nature of singlet
and triplet states in RuN3, resulting in different couplings
between the energy levels of the excited donor molecule and
acceptor semiconductor particle.

Experimental evidence supporting the density-of-states argu-
ment was obtained by measuring the rates of ET as a function
of the excitation wavelength. When the RuN3-sensitized TiO2

film is excited with pulses of central wavelength at 455 nm
and the formation of the oxidized dye probed at 860 nm, the
kinetics are again highly nonexponential (data not shown). The
best fit required a multiexponential rise with the following time
constants and amplitudes: pulse-width-limited rise (70( 5%),
1.8( 0.2 (15%), 10( 1 (3%), and 50( 5 ps (12%). Compared
to the kinetics obtained with 530-nm excitation, in which most
of the femtosecond rise component was resolved, in this case,
∼70% of the rise amplitude occurs within the resolution of the
spectrometer. This experimental finding indicates an upper limit
of ∼20 fs for the time scale of singlet electron injection when
the sample is excited by 455-nm light. To the best of our
knowledge, the known time scale of IVR extends from tens of
femtoseconds to tens of picoseconds,33 which implies that the
femtosecond ET either precedes or occurs in concert with IVR
in our system. We conclude that the kinetics of electron injection
from RuN3 to TiO2 are indeed dependent on the initially
populated vibronic hot state: the higher the state, the faster the
electron injection. This result implies that dyes with an excited-
state redox potential below the conduction band edge of the
semiconductor are also capable of electron injectionswhen they
are excited by sufficiently energetic photons.13,14
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Conclusions

By examining interfacial ET in a transition metal complex/
semiconductor system, this work provides an example of a
chemical reaction whose value for practical applications largely
relies on the fact that it occurs in the nonergodic regime of
reaction dynamics. Our findings open the door to future designs
of materials for optimal conversion of light energy to electrical
energy and minimization of destructive photochemical side
reactions, by demonstrating how the light energy absorbed by
the sensitizer efficiently can be channelled into the energy of
spatially separated charges prior to the onset of intramolecular
relaxation processes.

Experimental Section

Femtosecond Spectrometers.Time-resolved differential absorption
measurements were conducted in the conventional manner. For
measurements of transient absorption spectra, a 5-kHz amplified Ti:
sapphire laser/collinear optical parametric amplifier system was used
to generate excitation (530 nm) and probe pulses of the order of∼100
fs. For probe and reference beam generation (white light continuum in
a sapphire plate), a small portion of the laser output was used. Each
spectral window was selected by a monochromator (resolution 5 nm)
positioned after the sample. Compensation for group velocity dispersion
was performed by properly shifting the delay line to keep the pump-
probe delay time fixed for each wavelength. For transient absorption
kinetic measurements, a 1-kHz amplified Ti:sapphire laser system with
higher time resolution was used. Excitation (530 nm) and probe pulses
of the order of∼30 fs were generated by noncollinear optical parametric
amplifiers (NOPA). For all measurements, the intensities of the probe,
reference, and pump beams were measured by Si photodiodes. With
proper software selection of the pulses, absorption changes as low as
10-5 could be recorded accurately. The polarization of pump and probe
beams was kept parallel. The excitation pulse intensity of∼1014 photon/
cm2 used was far from the saturation limit considering the optical cross
section of the dye to be 5× 10-17 cm-2. The accurate zero-time delay
at all probe wavelengths was determined by sum-frequency cross-

correlation and by the nonresonant, low-amplitude “spike signal” in a
∼60-µm glass slide. All experiments were conducted at room temper-
ature. Multiexponential analysis was used to quantify the recorded
kinetics. Measured kinetics were analyzed with the deconvolution
software Spectra Solve 2.01, Lastek Pty. Ltd. (1997).

RuN3-Sensitized TiO2 Film. RuN3 dye and TiO2 paste (average
particle size in colloidal solution∼9 nm) were purchased from
Solaronix SA. To obtain a porous film of a uniform thickness of∼1
µm, the following procedure was used:∼10 µL/cm2 paste was spread
on a 0.06-0.08-mm-thick microscope cover slip, using Scotch Magic
tape as the frame. After drying, the film was sintered at∼430 °C for
10 min. When the film was cooled to∼80 °C, it was placed for several
hours in a RuN3-ethanol solution (concentration 3× 10-4 M). The
nonadsorbed dye was washed off by purging the film with ethanol.
The film was dried at room temperature for 20-30 s, covered by CH3-
CN and another microscope cover slip, and sealed. The absorbance of
the highly transparent dye-sensitized film was 0.45( 0.02 at 540 nm.
The samples were prepared immediately prior to measurements. No
degradation or modification of the sample was observed in steady-
state spectra recorded before and after the pump-probe measurements.
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